
un-du® is the only award winning “All in One” 
adhesive removal system that temporarily 
neutralizes all self sticking and pressure sensitive 
stickers, tapes, labels, and adhesives on contact 
and then evaporates without leaving behind any 
oily greasy mess to clean up. un-du’s patented 
attached scraper eliminates the need for razor 
blades, knives, scissors, etc. that can scratch the 
surface when removing adhesives. Customers 
also like the idea that after they remove adhesives 
they can re-use them after they dry. 

un-du® has been known to be used in the 
home, office, school, antique collectors, hobby/
craft, scrapbookers, automotive detailers, 
university bookstores, libraries, archivalists, law 
enforcement, Federal and State government 
historical document agencies, auto/boat licensing 
agencies, book stores, publishers, entertainment 
industry, commercial janitorial services, home 
cleaning companies, collector’s of memorabilia, 
etc.  There is no other sticker, tape, label, and 
adhesive remover in the world that works as great 
as un-du® does! un-du Original formula CANNOT 
BE SOLD INTO CALIFORNIA! Check out the NEW 
VOC Compliant un-du.
NEW un-du® Sticker, Tape, and Label Remover 
– VOC Compliant. un-du® has done it again 
with the introduction of our environmentally VOC 
compliant product for those who are especially 

sensitive about our great earth.  Our un-du® VOC friendly product works just like the original un-du® with the 
exception of one thing, the new un-du® VOC takes longer to evaporate.  The original un-du® formula evaporates 
within minutes while the new un-du® VOC product will take longer to evaporate.  The upside of the VOC 
compliant product is that you will get 30% more uses because it takes longer to evaporate meaning you will use 
less un-du® to remove those adhesives and there is no smelly odor.

un-du® has developed a very strong and loyal customer following who are always looking for different retail 
opportunities to purchase un-du®. un-du® provides great profit margins and does not replace any of your 
existing cleaning products.

What can’t un-du® – un-do?

Original un-du
4 oz. bottle
Item #01004-20
UPC NO. 896526002051 
Inner Box of 12 Dim:10”x7”x12”
Master Box of 48 Dim:22”x17”x10”

VOC Compliant un-du
4 oz. bottle
Item #01004-30B
UPC NO. 896526002057
Inner Box of 12 Dim:10”x7”x12”
Master Box of 48 Dim:22”x17”x10”
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